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THE TRAVEL AGENT’S STORE COACHING PROGRAM
To help you get the maximum benefit from your purchase The Travel Agent’s Store
offers a free coaching session with the author of the e-Guide. The coaching sessions
last for up to one-hour and are conducted via Skype. Once you have read through and
studied this e-Guide jot down any questions, challenges you have, then email to
steve@thetravelagentsstore.com to arrange a coaching date and time.

Be sure to take advantage of this offer!

PowerPoint Tips for Travel Trade Professionals © 2014 Steve Crowhurst, SMP Training Co.
All rights reserved. Printed in Canada. No part of this book may be used or reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning or otherwise
whatsoever without written permission or authorization through payment of a Permission to Copy fee (except in the
case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews) . For information please contact SMP Training Co.
steve@smptraining.com or call 250-738-0064
Protected by the Canadian Copyright Act.
For general information on SMP publications and services please email: steve@smptraining.com
Illustrations by Steve Crowhurst unless otherwise noted.
Limit of liability/disclaimer of warranty: SMP Training Co., publisher and the author make no representations or
warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this work and specifically disclaim all
warranties, including without limitation, warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be created
or extended by sales or promotional materials. The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for
every situation. This work is sold with the understanding that the publisher and author is not engaged in rendering
legal or other professional services. If professional assistance is required, the services of a competent professional
person should be sought. Neither the publisher nor the author shall be liable for damages arising here from. The fact
that an organisation or website is referred to in this work as a citation and / or potential source of further information
does not mean that the author or the publisher endorses the information, the organisation or website may provide
or recommendations it may make. Further, readers should be aware that Internet websites listed in this work may
have changed or disappeared between when this work was written and when it is read.
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Welcome and Introduction
As a member of the travel trade, chances are you have sat and watched presentations that
included a PowerPoint or you have created and presented your own PowerPoint to support your
own presentation or as a BDM you received the PowerPoint from HQ marketing department just
12 minutes ago (it’s now 5:30pm!) and between now and tomorrow at 9:30am you must learn
and the present the HQ deck to an audience of 200 travel agents. As a member of the audience
you were either energized by what you heard and saw on screen or you were bored out of your
tree and promised yourself never to sit through another PowerPoint ever again.
As the presenter you were either elated with the flow of your PowerPoint and the audience
response as they gasped at the multimedia extravaganza you had created or, you were looking
into a sea of faces not happy with you or your PowerPoint which happened to be all text that you
read to them as scripted.
There is a saying that we cannot know it all, do it all, however when you are speaking as a
professional, on a stage in front of your colleagues, travel clients or agency accounts you have to
take responsibility for the show you just gave and you must learn how to do it ALL.
If you work for a large travel / tour company then chances are you have a marketing team to
create your PowerPoint presentations for you. All you have to do is learn the script and present
the slide deck to your audience. Hopefully the PowerPoint your team created for you is a killer
show. If not the rotten apples are coming in your direction! How to design and create your own
award winning PowerPoint is a career enhancing skill. It’s a good thing to learn for ALL travel
agents no matter your title. Being able to create a full multi-media PowerPoint can and will boost
your sales and take home pay.
What you will read in this guide is based on my actual experience of presenting and using
PowerPoint around the world. The information is street-smart versus academic. There is an art
and science to presenting information and today most audiences are expecting more images than
text. They expect wide screen HD viewing on the largest screen possible. They expect you to be
as high tech as the current tech allows you to be.
This Guide is written to all travel trade professionals and where needed I present specific ideas
for suppliers and or travel agents. To enhance the tips and techniques in this guide seek out
PowerPoint’s basic and advanced tutorials here as the purpose of the Guide is not to reinvent
what PowerPoint has created but to show how you make good use of the PPT tools to grow your
sales. So let’s get busy and help you, supplier or travel agent, generate the best PowerPoint slide
deck for your next presentation.
Steve Crowhurst.
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POWERPOINT SLIDE SHOWS CAN BE USED IN MANY WAYS…

SUPPLIERS

TRAVEL AGENTS

About Me - Website

About Me - Website

About Us - Website

About Us - Website

BDM Bios

Agency Services

E-Books

Agency Team Bios

FAM Reports

Client Mixers

Independent Images - Posters

Consumer Nights

Infographics

Consumer Webinars

In-House Training

Corporate Account RFP/RFI

Kiosk Marketing

E-Books

National Account RFP/RFI

FAM Reports

Resumes

Group Presentations & RFP

Social Media Promotions

Independent Images - Posters

Training Manuals In PDF

Infographics

Travel Agency Conferences

In-House Training

Travel Agency Consumer Nights

Manuals In PDF

Travel Agency Mixers

Resumes

Travel Agency Services

Social Media Promotions

Travel Agent Self Study Training

Videos

Travel Agent Webinars
Videos

PowerPoint is one of the most creative, versatile tools in YOUR marketing kit.
This “no-fluff” Guide will help you make better use of it.
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When planning your presentation you will be creating your actual speech-script PLUS your
PowerPoint deck that will support your speech. The two are connected, joined at the lip and
therefore they must work well together.
I’m sure you have attended many presentations where what the speaker is saying is not
represented on their slides. To avoid this mistake you must always decide what message or
messages you want to deliver and then, at the end of your presentation, you must clearly state
what you want your audience to do, experience, see and walk away with.
That last slide then is very, very
important. It MUST support your last
meaningful words. You can be saying
“Thank you for coming…” as your last
slide appears on screen with a
reminder such as this which you also
repeat loud and clear:
When you know exactly what you want
your last slide to say, coupled with your
script, work towards creating your
opening line and Slide #1.
The best way to plot your speech/slides is to use Slide Sorter as your Storyboard.

You can use the Slide Sorter as your
Storyboard – reordering your slides as you
construct the flow of your presentation.
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Working With Multiple Presentations
Let’s imagine you have created your PowerPoint and now HQ has sent you their PowerPoint with
instructions to use certain words, phrases and images in whatever presentation you deliver.
You’ll need to cut and paste, copy and insert and to do that effectively there is a way to CASCADE
the presentations making it easier for you to click between them. Click on VIEW, CASCADE.

Side By Side View

If you prefer to work with your slides in a split screen view, showing each deck on screen, click
on the ARRANGE ALL icon (above Cascade) and your screen will look like this:
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The world has gone HD. Widescreen and the ratio is 16:9. Any other slide shape will label you as
a dinosaur and “we” don’t want that especially if you are attending a national account / brand
agency conference as a
supplier and presenting
before or after other
BDMs. In this situation,
you’ll want to shine! If
you are still using the
standard square looking
slide shape (4:3)… dump
it ASAP and move to
widescreen. If you are using a current version of PowerPoint then your initial slide shape / ratio
will be 16:9. The widescreen shape gives you more creative real-estate too.

Always Check The Venue Screen Size
As you well know you must always check the lay of the land at the venue before creating your
PowerPoint. One thing you’ll need to know is the shape, size of screen being used. If the client or
account is using a small, square screen then your widescreen slide deck is not going to show well
at all – and if that is the case then you’ll need to revamp your presentation graphics etc., to fit
the smaller screen.
Large Square Screens:
Conference screens are often huge, as in 10’ to 12’
across and if they are standard your widescreen
slide will show at the top… and that’s not too bad at
all. The audience will be able to see your slides over
the heads of people in front of them. There will be a
band of screen beneath your slides and that’s fine.
Changing Slide Orientation
If your slide deck is created in 16:9 and the venue
screen is standard 4:3 you can quickly change to 4:3
by clicking on DESIGN, SLIDE SIZE, STANDARD and
this window will appear. Click on ENSURE FIT and
the content of your slides will scale down to fit the
4:3 ratio.
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If you are a supplier BDM, a franchisee or home-based agent know head office says USE OUR
SLIDE MASTER and chances are you are stuck with it and that’s okay. Head office must maintain
status quo when it comes to protecting the brand and graphic specifications. But when it comes
to the PowerPoints you create for local use then perhaps it’s time to tap into the tools.
Why use the same slide layout / template / colour combination slide after slide? Boring! For sure
you can have a couple of slides retain the same colouring but then, when you change topic, why
not use a different colour scheme or slide template?

A Matter of Colour
It’s so easy to change the colour of your chosen template and below is how I would use certain
colours to match the product or vacation I was presenting. Blue for cruising, orange to represent
sun and sand and green to represent eco tours. It’s basic. It works. Explore further.

To change colours, open Slide Sorter, click on DESIGN then highlight the slides you want to apply
a different colour scheme to and then click on the colour in the Variants gallery.

Once you create a slide deck that you like, save it to a file folder or as a POWERPOINT TEMPLATE.
If you would like to use one of your creations as the default theme click on DESIGN, find your
template, RIGHT CLICK on your template, click SET AS DEFAULT THEME. Follow the same steps if
you intend to use the Head Office template as the default theme.
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As a supplier presenting to travel agents or travel agents presenting to your clients, you will
need a CTA to round out your presentation. A CTA requires the audience do something –
remember you have designed your presentation to deliver a message at the end and most often
you want your audience to do something – like SELL or PURCHASE. Why not add a CTA with
some PIZZAZ…
There are plenty of CTA graphics
for you to reference – in fact
almost every company has one
or more and they are featured
in email flyers, shop windows,
on trucks, business cards and of
course online and on websites.
A quick click around the Internet
and you will have dozens of
ideas. Your marketing team can
then use these ideas to create a
custom jobbie.
If you are a wee bit artsy then
you create your own CTA using
Shapes, Shape Effects & Fonts.
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ROUND OUT YOUR SPEAKING SKILLS
Look for these sister publications
to the one you are reading:

Look for the
Special Presentation Skills Bundle
and save money!
www.thetravelagentsstore.com
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About The Author
Steve Crowhurst
Travel trade keynote speaker, trainer, author &
publisher.
Steve entered the retail travel industry in 1965 and has
worked from the front line to the executive floor, owned
and operated his own travel agencies, travel trade
training and consulting firms and has worked from a home
office for over 20 years.
In 2010 he published his 412 page book 273 “No Fluff - No
Theory” Marketing Ideas for Travel Agents; in June 2011
he published the first digital issue of Selling Travel
magazine, this was followed by Travel Agency Manager
and Travel Trade Supplier magazines in early 2013. In
October 2013 Steve published the first issue of IC Travel
Agent a digital magazine targeting the home-based travel
agent, ICs and OSRs.
Steve is now turning all of his workshops and webinars
into easy to read, street savvy eGuides. Check back often
at www.thetravelagentsstore.com for new titles.
If you would like Steve to speak at your conference or
convention, deliver management level webinars or work
with your executive team please email him directly:
steve@smptraining.com
A complete bio can be read here.
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THANKS FOR SHOPPING AT

There is always something new and exciting being created and
uploaded to the store so be sure to check back often.

www.thetravelagentsstore.com
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